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Abstract 

A. G. Zavadskij called completion to one of the algorithms of 
differentiation introduced by him to classify equipped posets of finite 
growth. In this paper, we describe the categorical properties of such an 
algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is the third part of a series of works written by the first author 
concerning the investigation of categorical properties of some algorithms of 
differentiation for equipped posets [3, 4]. Such algorithms are functors whose 
main goal is to reduce the dimension of the initial category. 
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The first algorithm of differentiation (with respect to maximal point) was 
introduced by Nazarova and Roiter in 1972 [7]. The categorical properties of 
such an algorithm were given by Gabriel in 1973 [5]. We note that, the 
algorithm with respect to a maximal point was used successfully by Kleiner 
in 1972 to classify ordinary posets of finite representation type [6]. Soon 
afterwards, Zavadskij defined the algorithm of differentiation with respect to 
a suitable pair of points. This algorithm allows to Nazarova and Zavadskij in 
1982 to give a criterion for the classification of ordinary posets of finite 
growth [8, 12, 17]. 

In the 1980’s, the main goal of the investigation of the poset 
representation theory was to classify posets with additional structures. For 
example, Bondarenko and Zavadskij gave criteria to classify posets with an 
equivalence relation. Actually, they gave criteria for tame and finite growth 
representation type for this kind of posets. Such criteria were obtained with 
the help of the algorithms of differentiation DII-DV introduced previously by 
Bondarenko and Zavadskij [1, 14]. 

At the end of the 1990’s, Zabarilo and Zavadskij introduced equipped 
posets and gave criteria to classify equipped posets of one parameter giving a 
complete description of their indecomposables [11]. The reader is referred to 
[3, 4, 10] to more precise historical details of the investigation of the 
algorithms of differentiation. 

We recall that the main problem in the theory of the algorithms of 
differentiation for posets ordinary or with additional structures consists of 
describing its categorical properties. Such descriptions allow to investigate in 
more efficient way the Gabriel quiver and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the 
corresponding categories. For example, Zavadskij obtained in 1990 the 
categorical properties of his algorithm of differentiation with respect to a 
suitable pair of points. Those results allowed him to analyze the structure of 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the category of representations of posets of 
finite growth representation type [13, 17]. In the same line of work, the first 
author and Zavadskij in 2006 gave in [2] the categorical properties of the 
algorithm of differentiation II for posets with involution [2]. More recently, 
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the first author gave the categorical properties of the algorithm of 
differentiation VII for equipped posets [3]. However, in order to describe the 
structure of the Auslander-Reiten quiver for equipped posets of finite growth, 
it is also necessary to obtain such properties for algorithms VIII, IX and 
completion introduced by Zavadskij in 2003 (recall that, Zavadskij defined 
differentiations VII-XVII to classify equipped posets of tame and of finite 
growth representation type) [15, 16]. For this reason, in this paper, we have 
chosen the completion to investigate its categorical properties. 

This paper is organized as follows: Basic notation and definitions 
concerning some suitable category of representations of equipped posets are 
included in Section 2. Actually, since the main definitions, notation and 
properties of morphisms are given by the first author in [3, 4], in this paper, 
we only give definitions and notation concerning the completion for 
equipped posets. Finally, in Section 3, we give the definition of the 
completion for equipped posets and describe its categorical properties. 

2. Preliminaries 

In the present section, we introduce equipped posets and categories of 
representations of this kind of posets. 

2.1. The category of representations of equipped posets 

In this subsection, we define equipped posets and the category of 
representations of this kind of posets [3, 4, 9, 15, 16]. 

A poset ( )≤,P  is called equipped if all the order relations between its 
points yx ≤  are separated into strong ( )yxdenoted  and weak (denoted  

)yx  in such a way that 

 zyx ≤  or zyx ≤  implies ,zx  (1) 

i.e., a composition of a strong relation with any other relation is strong. 

In general, relations  and  are not order relations. These relations are 
antisymmetric but not reflexive. In particular,  is not reflexive (meanwhile 

 is transitive) [9]. 
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We let yx ≤  denote an arbitrary relation in an equipped poset ( )., ≤P  

The order ≤ on an equipped poset P  gives raise to the relations ≺  and  of 
strict inequality: yx ≺  ( )yx,lyrespective  in P  if and only if yx  

( )yxly,respective  and .yx ≠  

A point P∈x  is called strong (weak) if xx  ( ).ly,respective xx  

These points are denoted  ( )⊗ly,respective  in diagrams. We also denote 

PP ⊆  ( )PP ⊆⊗ly,respective  the subset of strong points (respectively, 

weak points) of .P  If ,∅=⊗P  then the equipment is trivial and the poset 
P  is ordinary. 

Remark 1. Note that if yx  in an equipped poset ( )≤,P  and there 

exists P∈t  such that ,ytx ≤≤  then ,, ⊗∈ Pyx  tx  and .yt  

Otherwise, if tx  or ,yt  then by definition, it is obtained the 

contradiction .yx  

If P  is an equipped poset and ,P∈a  then the subsets of P  denoted 

,∨a  ,∧a  ,a  ,a  ,▼a  ,▲a  a  and a  are defined in such a way that: 

{ } { },, axxaxaxa ≤|∈=≤|∈= ∧
∨ PP  

{ } { },, axxaxaxa |∈=|∈= PP  

,\,\ aaaaaa ∧
∨ == ▲

▼  

{ } { }., axxaxaxa |∈=|∈= PP  

Subset ∨a  ( )∧aly,respective  is called the ordinary upper (respectively, 

lower) cone, associated to the point P∈a  and subset ( )aa  is called the 

strong upper (lower) cone associated to the point ,P∈a  whereas subsets 
▼a  and ▲a  are called truncated cones (respectively, upper and lower) 

associated to the point .P∈a  In general, subsets a  and a  are not cones. 

Note that, if ,P∈x  then .∅== xx  
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The diagram of an equipped poset ( )≤,P  may be obtained via its Hasse 

diagram (with  strong ( )  and weak points ( )).⊗  In this case, a new line is 

added to the line connecting two points P∈yx,  with yx  if and only if 

such relation cannot be deduced of any other relations in .P  In Figure 1, we 
show an example of this kind of diagrams: 

 

Figure 1 

For an equipped poset ( )≤,P  and ,P⊂A  we define the subsets, ,A  

A  and ∨A  in such a way that 

∪ ∪ ∪
Aa Aa Aa

aAaAaA
∈ ∈ ∈

∨∨ === .,,  

Subsets ,A  A  and ∧A  are defined in the same way. 

If P  is an equipped poset, then a chain { iii ccnicC <≤≤|∈= −1,1P  

if } P⊆≥ 2i  is a weak chain if and only if ii cc ≺1−  for each .2≥i  If 

,1 ncc ≺  then we say that C is a completely weak chain. Moreover, a subset 

P⊂X  is completely weak if ⊗= XX  and weak relations are the only 
relations between points of X. Often, we let { }nccc ≺≺≺ 21  denote a 

weak chain which consists of points ....,,, 21 nccc  An ordinary chain C is 

denoted in the same way (by using the corresponding symbol ).<  

For an equipped poset P  and ,, P⊂BA  we write BA <  if ba <  for 

each Aa ∈  and .Bb ∈  Notation BA ≺  and BA  are assumed in the 

same way. 
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Let GF ⊂  be an arbitrary quadratic field extension with ( )uFG =  for 

some fixed element .G∈u  Then each element Gx ∈  can be written 
uniquely in the form β+α u  with F∈βα,  in this case ( yanalogousl  to the 

case ( ) ( ))α= C,, RGF  is called the real part of x and β is the corresponding 

imaginary part of x. 

The complexification of a real vector space can be generalized to the 
case ( ),, GF  where ( )uFG =  is a quadratic extension of F. In this case, we 

assume that u is a root of the minimal polynomial ,2 λ+μ+ tt  0≠λ  

( )., F∈μλ  In particular, if 0U  is an F-space, then the corresponding 

complexification is the G-vector space also denoted .~
0

2
0 UU =  As in the case 

( ),, CR  we write .~
000

2
0 UUUU =+= u  

To each G-subspace W of ,~
0U  it is possible to associate the following 

F-subspaces of ,0U  

WWW ImRe ==+  and { ( ) } .0,0
+− ⊂∈α|∈α= WWUgenW t  

For a G-space W, we let ( )WFW =+~  denote the F-hull of W such that 

( ).WFW ⊂  

If Y is an F-subspace of 0U  and ,~YX =  then .YXX == −+  Therefore, 

Y is an F-form of X. 

Remark 2. Any G-subspace W of 0
~U  can be written as a direct sum      

of G-subspaces, ,~ HWW ⊕= −  where H is a complement of −W~  in W. 

Therefore, .~ −++ − WWH  

For each ,P∈x  we let xU  denote the radical subspace of xU  such that 

( )∑ ∑+=
xz xz

zzx UUFU
≺

.  
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If the field G is a quadratic extension of a field F, then a representation 
of an equipped poset over the pair ( )GF ,  is a system of the form 

 ( ),;0 P∈|= xUUU x  (2) 

where 0U  is a finite dimensional F-space and for each xUx ,P∈  is a 

G-subspace of 0
~U  such that 

,yx UUyx ⊂⇒≤  

( ) .yx UUFyx ⊂⇒  

Remark 3. Note that, since xx  whenever ,P∈x  ( )xx UFU ⊂  

.xU⊂  Therefore, if ,P∈x  then ( ) .xx UUF =  

We let rep P  denote the category whose objects are the representations 
of an equipped poset P  over a pair of fields ( )., GF  In this case, a morphism 

( ) ( )PP ∈|→∈|ϕ xVVxUU xx ;;: 00  between two representations U and 

V is an F-linear map 00: VU →ϕ  such that 

( ) ,~
xx VU ⊂ϕ  for each ,P∈x  

where 00
~~:~ VU →ϕ  is the complexification of ϕ, i.e., the application          

G-linear induced by ϕ and defined in such a way that if ,~
0Uyxz ∈+= u  

then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).~ 2 yxzz ϕ+ϕ=ϕ=ϕ u  The composition between morphisms of 

rep P  is defined in a natural way and the sum Prep∈⊕ VU  is defined as 

for ordinary posets. Therefore, rep P  is a Krull-Schmidt category. 

If P  is an equipped poset and ,rep, P∈VU  then U is a sub-

representation of V if and only if spaces ,0U  ,0V  xU  and xV  satisfy the 

inclusions 00 VU ⊂  and xx VU ⊂  for each .P∈x  

Two representations Prep, ∈VU  are said to be isomorphic if and only 

if there exists an F-isomorphism 00: VU →ϕ  such that ( ) ,~
xx VU =ϕ  for 

each .P∈x  
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The main problem dealing with equipped posets consists of classifying 
its indecomposable representations up to isomorphisms. 

Each equipped poset P  naturally defines a matrix problem of mixed type 
over the pair ( )., GF  Consider a rectangular matrix M separated into vertical 

stripes ,xM  ,P∈x  with xM  being over F (over G) if the point x is strong 

(weak): 

,

FFGG

yx

M ○○⊗⊗

→

=  

such partitioned matrices M are called matrix representations of P  over 
( )., GF  Their admissible transformations are as follows: 

(a) F-elementary row transformations of the whole matrix M; 

(b) F-elementary (G-elementary) column transformations of a stripe xM  

if the point x is strong (weak); 

(c) In the case of a weak relation ,yx ≺  additions of columns of the 

stripe xM  to the columns of the stripe yM  with coefficients in G; 

(d) In the case of a strong relation ,yx  independent additions both 

real and imaginary parts of columns of the stripe xM  to real and 

imaginary parts (in any combinations) of columns of the stripe yM  

with coefficients in F (assuming that, for y strong, there are no 
additions to the zero imaginary part of .)yM  

Two representations are said to be equivalent or isomorphic if they can 
be turned into each other with help of the admissible transformations. The 
corresponding matrix problem of mixed type over the pair ( )GF ,  consists 

of classifying the indecomposable in the natural sense matrices M, up to 
equivalence. 
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Remark 4. The matrix problem for representations (a)-(d) occurs 
naturally in the classification of the objects Prep∈U  up to isomorphisms. 

In this case, it is associated to the representation U its matrix presentation 
( )P∈= xMM xU ;  defined as follows: 

If a point 0P∈x  ( ),ly,respective ⊗P  then the columns of the stripe 

xM  consist of coordinates (with respect to a fixed ordered basis B  of )0U  

of a system of generators G  of +
xU  ( ly,respective  G-subspace )xU  modulo 

its radical subspace +
xU  ( ).ly,respective xU  Problem (a)-(d) may be obtained 

by changing basis B  and the system of generators .G  

If ,P⊂X  ,repP∈U  then the subspaces of 0U  denoted ,xU  ,+
XU  XU  

and ( )−XU  are defined in such a way that: 

∑∑
∈

++

∈

==
Xx

xX
Xx

xX UUUU ,,  

 ( ) ∩∩
Xx

xX
Xx

xX UUUU
∈

−−

∈

== .,  (3) 

We also assume that 

 .,0 0UUU == ∅∅  (4) 

The dimension of a representation Prep∈U  is a vector d such that =d  

( ),;dim 0 P∈|= xddU x  where 00 dim Ud F=  and .dim xxGx UUd =  

A representation Prep∈U  is sincere if 00 ≠d  and 0≠xd  for each 

.P∈x  In other words, the vector d of a sincere representation U has not null 
coordinates. 

2.2. Some indecomposable objects 

In this subsection, we give some examples of indecomposable objects in 
the category rep ,P  where P  is an equipped poset. 
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If P  is an equipped poset and ,P⊂A  then ( ) ( ) == APAP min  

( ),; P∈| xPF x  GPx =  if ∨∈ Ax  and 0=xP  otherwise. In particular, 

( ) ( ).0...,,0;FP =∅  

If ,, ⊗∈ Pba  then ( )aT  and ( )baT ,  denote indecomposable objects 

with matrix representation of the following form: 

( ) ( ) ,
1
01,,,1

uu

ba
baTa

a
aT =∈= ⊗P  with .ba ≺  

If we consider the notation (2) for objects in rep ,P  then the object ( )aT  

may be described in such a way that ( ) ( ),;0 P∈|= xTTaT x  where 2
0 FT =  

and 

{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

∈

∈=

=

,otherwise,0

,if,,1

,if,~ 2
0

axG

axGT

T t
x u  

where ( )tu,1  is the column of coordinates with respect to an ordered basis of 

.0T  

On the other hand, representation ( )baT ,  may be described in such a 

way that ( ) ( ),;, 0 P∈|= xTTbaT x  where 2
0 FT =  and 

{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

∈== ∨

.otherwise,0

,if,~
,if,,1

2
0 baxGT

bxaG

T

t

x ∪

≺u

 

If ⊗∈ Pa  and P⊂B  is a subset completely weak such that ,Ba ≺  

then we let ( )BaT ,  denote the representation of P  which satisfies the 

following conditions with :2
0 FT =  
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{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

+∈=

∈

= ∨

.otherwise,0

,if,~
,\if,,1

2
0 BaxGT

BaxG

T

t

x

u

 

In particular, ( ) ( )., aTaT =∅  

Remark 5. In [15], it is proved that ( ),∅P  ( ),icP  ( )icT  and ( ),, ji ccT  

for nji ≤<≤1  are the only indecomposable representations (up to 

isomorphisms) over the pair ( )CR,  of a completely weak chain =C  

{ }.1 ncc ≺≺  In fact, if ( )niUUU ic ≤≤|= 1;0  is a representation of C 

over ( ),, CR  then in the corresponding matrix representation each block 

,icU  ,1 ni ≤≤  may be reduced via admissible transformations to the 

following standard form: 

I

I

I

U ic
i

=  

where the columns consist of generators of icU  modulo its radical subspace 

1−= ii cc UU  with respect to a fixed basis of 0U  (in this case, empty cells 

indicate null coordinates). This result can be generalized in a natural way to 
the case ( )GF ,  by using a suitable scalar G∈u  instead of the constant 

C∈i  in the matrix presentation of icU  showed above. 

If ,0UX ⊂  0VY ⊂  are corresponding subspaces of the finite 
dimensional k-vector spaces 0U  and ,0V  then [ ]YX ,  is a subspace of 

( )00,Hom VUk  such that 

[ ]YX ,∈ϕ  if and only if ϕ⊂ KerX  and .Im Y⊂ϕ  

Note that if XX ⊂′  and ,YY ′⊂  then [ ] [ ].,, YXYX ′′⊂  
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The following results concerning linear maps and morphisms of 
categories of representations of equipped posets were proved in [2] and     
[3]. In this case, for a category ,A  we let AIiUi ∈|  denote the ideal 

consisting of all morphisms passed through finite direct sums of the objects 
.iU  That is, if ,: AIiUVU i ∈|∈→ϕ  then there exist morphisms 

A∈gf ,  such that VUU
gm

ii

f
i →⊕→=ϕ  with 0=im  for almost all i. 

Lemma 6. If [ ]YX ,∈ϕ  and ( ) ,YX ′⊂′ϕ  then 

[ ] [ ].,, YYXYXX ′+′+∈ϕ ∩  

Lemma 7. Let U and V be two representations of an equipped poset 

{ },cXaba ≺≺++=P  where PP ∈∈ ⊗ bca ,,  is a strong point 

incomparable with a and c, { }cXa ≺≺  is a completely weak set containing 

an arbitrary set X (eventually empty). Then for an F-linear map ,: 00 VU →ϕ  

we have the following equivalences: 

(a) ( ) [( ) ] ( ) ,~,, acacbVU VUVUUaT ⊂ϕ+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ +−  

(b) ( ) [( ) ],,, −+−
++∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ caXabVU VVUUcaT ∩  ( ) +⊂ϕ ac VU ~~  

,~−
cV∩  ( ) ,~~ −

+ ⊂ϕ caXa VVU ∩  

(c) ( ) [ ]., −+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ abVU VUaP  

Corollary 8. Let U and V be representations of an equipped poset 

{ },1 nccaba ≺≺≺++=P  where { }ncca ≺≺≺ 1  is a completely 

weak chain incomparable with the strong point b. Then for an F-linear map, 
,: 00 VU →ϕ  we have the following equivalences if ni ≤≤1  ( ):0 ac UU =  

(a) 
( ) [( ) ],,, 1

−+−
−

+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ ii cacbViU VVUUcaT ∩  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,~~,~~~,~~
1

−−+− ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ
− iiiiin caccaccc VVUVVUVU ∩∩  
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(b) ( ) [( ) ] ( ) .~,, acacbVU VUVUUaP nn ⊂ϕ+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ +−  

Remark 9. Note that if [( ) ]−+−
−

+∈ϕ ii cacb VVUU ∩,1  in Corollary 8, 

item (a), then the condition ( ) ,~~~~ −−+ =⊂ϕ iin cacac VVVVU ∩∩  follows if 

( ).aa VFV =  In the same way, the condition ( ) ac VU n ⊂ϕ~  in item (b) 

follows if ( )aa VFV =  and [( ) ]., +−+∈ϕ acb VUU n  

Remark 10. If a finite dimensional F-space { }JteU t ∈|=0  and an 

F-subspace 0UK ⊂  are such that for a fixed ordered basis subspace K has 

the form { },JIteFK t ⊂∈|=  then we let Ktα=α  denote to a vector 

K∈α  such that ∑
∈
α=α

It
tte .  Indices for scalar numbers tα  depend of the 

order given to the basis of the subspace K. 

If a G-subspace ,~
0UH ⊂  is such that 0=−H  and for a fixed ordered 

basis, we have that { },,,,, 0 IjIiItUeeeeGH tttt jiji ′′∈′∈∈∈|+= u  

II ′,  and I ′′  suitable sets of indices, then we write: 

{ },,1 IiIteFH ti ′∈∈|=  

{ }.,2 IjIteH tj ′′∈∈|=  

Therefore, ( ) .~~ 21 HHHF ⊕=  Thus, if a vector ( ),HF∈α  then 1~Htiα=α  

,~ 2Htjα+  where ., Gtt ji ∈αα  In particular, if ,tt ji α=α  for each ,It ∈  

then the vector ,~~ 21 HHH tt ji ∈α+α=β u  may be also written in the forms 

( ).~~ 21 HHH tt ii u+α=α=β  

3. The Completion 

In this section, we give the categorical properties of the completion for 
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equipped posets which is a special differentiation introduced by Zavadskij in 
order to classify equipped posets of finite growth [15, 16]. 

If P  is an equipped poset, then a pair of comparable weak points ( )ba,  

with ba ≺  is special provided P  can be written in the form ba +=P  

,Σ+  where Σ  is the interior completely weak of the interval [ ] =ba,  

{ } .PP ⊆≤≤|∈ bxax  

The completion of poset P  with respect to the special pair ( )ba,  is the 

transition from P  to an equipped poset ( ) PP =ba,  obtained from P  by 

strengthening relation ba ≺  in .P  In such a case, it is obtained a new strong 

relation of the form .ba  Figure 2 shows a diagram for this differentiation. 

 

Figure 2 

Note that, if U is a representation of an equipped poset P  (over  the pair 

of fields ( )),, GF  then the corresponding subspace aU  can be written in the 

form aaa RUU ⊕= −~  and ,aaa NMR ⊕=  where .−++− =⊕ baaa UUMU ∩  

We let ( )baC ,  denote the first version of the completion functor defined 

in such a way that ( ) PP reprep:, →baC  in this case, each object Prep∈U  

is applied to the object Prep∈U  such that 

,00 UU =  

( ),~
ababb UFUNUU +=+= +  
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xx UU =  for remaining points ,P∈x  

,ϕ=ϕ  for a linear map-morphism .: 00 VU →ϕ  (5) 

For example, ( ) ( ) ( )., aTaTbaT ==  

The following lemma was proved by Zavadskij in [15]. 

Lemma 11. Category ( )barep ,P  is a full subcategory of the category 

Prep  which consists of objects without direct summands in the class ( )[ ]aT  

of the indecomposable ( ),aT  therefore 

( )[ ].\ aTIndInd PP =  

The following theorem allows to obtain an equivalence between quotient 

categories of Prep  and .repP  

Theorem 12. The completion functor ( )baC ,  induces the following 
equivalence between quotient categories 

( ) ( ) ( ) .~,, aTrepbaTaTrep PP →  

Proof. We let R, R  denote categories Prep  and ,repP  respectively. In 

the same way, we let ( ) ( ) ,,, RbaTaT=Θ  ( ) RaT=Θ  denote the ideals 

consisting of morphisms of the corresponding categories passing through 
direct sums of indecomposable ( ),aT  ( )baT ,  and ( ),aT  respectively. 

Therefore, for each pair of objects ,, RVU ∈  the following inclusions hold, 

( ) ( ) ( ),,,, VURVUVU ⊂Θ⊂Θ  ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, VURVURVU ⊂⊂Θ  Thus, 

in order to obtain the result, it is enough to prove the following identities: 

( ) ( ) ( )VUVUVUR ,,, Θ=Θ∩   and  ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, VURVUVUR =Θ+  

Note that, Lemma 7 (applied to poset )P  allows to conclude that for 

each pair of morphisms ( )VURgf ,, ∈  and ( ),, VURh ∈  it holds: 
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[ ] ( ) ( ) ,~,, Rabab aTfVUfVUf ∈⇔⊂∈ +−  

[ ] ( ) ,~~~,, −+−+− ⊂∈ babbab VVUgVVUg ∩∩  

( ) ( ) ,,~~
\ Rbaba

baTgVVUg ∈⇔⊂ −∩  

[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) .~,~~,, Raaabab aThVUhVUhVUh ∈⇔⊂⊂∈ ++−  

On the other hand, if ( ) ( ),,, VUVUR Θ∈ϕ ∩  then ( ) xx VU ⊂ϕ~  if 

,P∈x  in particular ( ) .−+− ⊂ϕ bab VVU ∩  If we apply Lemma 6 to morphism 

ϕ, then [ ] [ ].,, +−−−+− ++∈ϕ abbbab VUUVVU ∩  Since [ ] =+ +−−
abb VUU ,  

[ ],, +−
ab VU [ ] [ ].,, +−−+− +∈ϕ abbab VUVVU ∩  Therefore, ( )., VUΘ∈ϕ  Because, 

it is possible to write ϕ in the form ,21 ϕ+ϕ=ϕ  with ( ).,, 21 VUΘ∈ϕϕ  

If ( ),, VUR∈ψ  then ( ) xx VU ⊂ψ~  for all bx \P∈  and ( ) bb VU ⊂ψ~  

.~++ aN  Furthermore, ( ) ( ) .~~~~~
bbbbb VVUUU ⊂⊂ψ⊂ψ −−−∩  Since the inclusion 

( ) xx VU ⊂ψ~  for ⊗∈ P∩bx  does not hold in general, ( )VUR ,∈ψ  is not 

always true. 

The following notation and definitions are necessary to define a 

morphism ( )VUw ,Θ∈  such that .Rw ∈−ψ  

For each ,⊗∈ P∩bx  it holds ,xxx DUU ⊕=  where xD  is a 

complementary of xU  in .xU  Furthermore, ,~
xxx HLD ⊕= −  xx MH =  

,xN⊕  with ∑
∈

−⊂=
xy

bxyx UMM .~  Subspaces xxy MM ⊂  are such that 

,~−= yxxy UHM ∩  for some .xy∈  Moreover, if { },~−⊂|∈= zxyxy UMxzZ  

then .min xyZy ∈  Actually, .+−+− ⊕= xxxb MUUU ∩  
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If ,~
bbb TUU ⊕= −  then for each ,bx ∈  we have =⊂ bx TN  

∑
⊗∈

⊕
P∩▲bx

bx NN  and .0=−+
bx UN ∩  

,
\

x
xxy

xybxx YZUUUU ⊕
⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
++= ∑

∈

−+−− ∩  

where a vector xZ∈α  if ,+∈α yxM  for some xxy \∈  and xY  is a 

complementary in .−xU  Therefore, −
bU  may be written in the form; 

( ) ,bbbb YZUU ⊕+= −−  with ∩bb ZZ =  .
∗

⊕−
bb ZU  Same notation, we use 

in representation V, by replacing for each ,⊗∈ Px  the symbol xH  instead 

of .xG  Also, by replacing notation ,M ′  ,N ′  ,T ′  ,Y ′  Z ′  instead of M, N, T, 

Y, Z, respectively. 

We write ,
∗

⊕= bab LVV  with .+++
∗

+= bab LVV  In fact, we suppose 

,~~
0 ∗∗∗∗
⊕⊕= −−

bbbb GLLL a  ,~~~
0
−−−
∗∗∗

⊕=
bbb LLL a  ,+++

∗∗
= bab

LVL a ∩  further ∩+

∗
0b

L  

.0== +++
∗ aba VGV ∩  Therefore, ,+++

∗
′⊕′= bab GNV  with +−+ ′⊕=′

∗ aab MVG  

.0
+
∗∗

⊕⊕ bb
GL  

We consider 00 XVV b ⊕= +  and subspace ,00 XLW b ⊕=′ +
∗

 for a 

complementary ,0X  in such a way that the pair of subspaces, ( )0, WNa ′′+  is  

a ( )++
∗ba LV , -cleaving in .0V  Furthermore, since ,+++ ⊕= bbb NNT

▲
 +

▲b
N  

,0=+
xM∩  for all .▲bx ∈  If ,00 XUU b ⊕= +  with 0X  a complementary, 

+++ ⊕⊕= bbbb NYUU
▲

 and ,bbb XZU ⊕=
∗

+
▲

 bX  a complementary. Thus, 

++ ⊕⊕⊕=
∗ bbbbb NYXZU  and .00 XNYXZU bbbb ⊕⊕⊕⊕= +

∗
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If ,1 ∗
= bZX  ,2 bYX =  += bNX3  and is Xe ∈  is a basic vector for 

some { },3,2,1∈i  then by using adequate notation for linear combinations 

in subspaces ,aN ′  
∗
′bG  (see Remark 10), we write 

( ) .++
∗
′α+′α=ψ bgaas GNe mn  

If the basic vectors bjibji NeeTee ∈+=α∈ + u,,  and 

( ) ,++
∗
′α+′α=ψ bgaai GNe mn  

( ) ,++
∗
′α′+′α′=ψ bgaaj GNe mn  

then ( ) .~
bbgg VGmm ∈′α′+α +

∗
u  On the other hand, if ,~−∈α bx UM ∩  for 

some ,bx ∈  then ( ) .~~ −+ ∈′α′+α
∗ bbgg VGmm u  

If 00: VUwt →  is the F-linear map such that ( ) ,+′α= aast New n  if 

,ts Xe ∈  0=tw  otherwise for each { }3,2,1∈t  and we write 21 www +=  

,3w+  then [ ]., +−∈ ab VUw  In fact, ( ) .RaTw ∈  

Furthermore, 

( ) ( ) ,~~~~ −− ⊂−ψ bb VUw  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,~~~~~~
xxbxbx VUXUXUw ⊂ψ⊂ψ=−ψ ∩∩  if ,▲ bbx ∩∈  

in this case, if ,xbji Mee ∈+=α u  with ,, 1Xee ji ∈  then ( ) ( ) =α−ψ w~~  

( ) .~~
xxbbgg VVVGmm ⊂∈′α′+α −+

∗
∩u  Therefore, ( ) ( ) .~~

xx VUw ⊂−ψ  

If ,ax ∈  then we have ( ) ( ) ( ) .~~
xaxx VVFVUw ⊂+⊂−ψ  If ,bx ∈  

then ( ) ( ) ( ) .~~~
xxx VUUw ⊂ψ=−ψ  
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If 3, Xee ji ∈  and ,bji Nee ∈+=α u  then ( ) ( ) ( +α=α−ψ mgw~~  

) .~
bbg VGm ∈′α′ +

∗
u  Thus, ( ) ( ) bb VUw ⊂−ψ ~~  and ( )., VURw ∈−ψ  

Since morphism ( ),, VUw Θ∈  we conclude ( ) ( )VUVUR ,, Θ+∈ψ  

and with this fact, we are done.  

Corollary 13. If ( )RΓ  and ( )RΓ  are Gabriel quivers of categories =R  

Prep  and ,repP=R  respectively, then ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ].\~,,\ aTRbaTaTR Γ−Γ  

The second version of the completion functor ( )baC ,  for an equipped 

poset with a special pair of points ( )ba,  is defined in the following form: 

( ) PP reprep:, →baC  assigns to each object ,repP∈U  the object 

Prep∈U  such that 

,00 UU =  

,~~
aaaba MUUUU ⊕== −− ∩  

xx UU =  for remaining points ,repP∈x  

 ,ϕ=ϕ  for a linear map-morphism .: 00 VU →ϕ  (6) 

For example, ( ) ( ) ( ),▼▼ aTaTaT ==  where ( )▼aT  is the representation of 

P  ( )( )GF ,over  such that: 

( ) ( ) {( ) }txx GTFTxTTaT u,1,,, 2
00 ==∈|= P▼  

if aax \∈  and ( )tu,1  is a vector of coordinates with respect to an ordered 

fixed basis of ,~, 2
00 GTTT x ==  if 0, =∈ xTax  otherwise. 

Lemma 11 and the following theorem allow us to obtain a relationship 

between categories Prep  and Prep  via the functor ( ) :, baC  
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Theorem 14. The functor ( )baC ,  induces the following equivalence 

between quotient categories: 

( ) ( ) ( ) .rep~,rep ▼▼ aTaTaT PP →  

Proof. Let ,repP=R  ,repP=R  ( ) ( ) RaTaT ▼,=Δ  and =Δ  

( ) .RaT ▼  Thus, for each pair of objects ,rep, P∈VU  the following 

inclusions hold, ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, VURVUVU ⊂Δ⊂Δ  ( ) ( ) ⊂⊂Δ VURVU ,,  

( )., VUR  Therefore, it is enough to prove: 

( ) ( ) ( )VUVUVUR ,,, Δ=Δ∩   and  ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, VURVUVUR =Δ+  

Lemma 7 allows to conclude the following identities for linear maps 

f, ( ),, VURg ∈  ( )VURh ,∈  and :
\

⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
=

∈

−

∈

++ ∩∩ ∩
ay

y
aax

xV VVD
a

 

( ) [ ] ( ) ,~,, ababR VUfVUfaTf ⊂∈⇔∈ +−  

( ) [ ] ( ) ∩
aax

xbVbaR VUgDUUgaTg
a

\

,~,,▼

∈

+−+ ⊂+∈⇔∈  

( ) [ ] ( ) ∩
aax

xbVbR VUhDUhaTh
a

\

.~,,▼

∈

+− ⊂∈⇔∈  

If ( ) ( ),,, VUVUR Δ∈ϕ ∩  then ( ) xx VU ⊂ϕ~  if .P∈x  In particular, 

( ) .++ ⊂ϕ aa VU  

Lemma 6 allows us to write [ ] [ ].,, ++−++− ++∈ϕ aVbVab VDUDUU
aa
∩  

Since [ ] [ ],,, +−++− = abaVb VUVDU
a
∩  [ ] [ ].,, ++−+− ++∈ϕ

aVabab DUUVU  Since 

there exist morphisms ( )VU ,, 21 Δ∈ϕϕ  such that ,21 ϕ+ϕ=ϕ  we conclude 

( )., VUΔ∈ϕ  
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If ( ),, VUR∈ψ  then ( ) ,~
xx VU ⊂ψ  for all .\ ax P∈  Furthermore, 

( ) ,~~~
aabab VVVUU ⊂⊂ψ −− ∩∩  since in general, ( ) aa VU ⊄ψ~  not necessarily 

( )., VUR∈ψ  

For each ,ax ∈  we can write ,xxx KUU ⊕=  ,~
xxx HKK ⊕= −  

,xxx NMH ⊕=  where xM∈α  if ,~−∈α bU  ,+−+− ⊕= xxxb MUUU ∩  

.0=++
bx UN ∩  

xxx PUU ⊕= −−  with xxx ZYP ⊕=  and xZ∈α  if ,−+∈α xy UM ∩  for 

some ,\xxy ∈  we write 00 YUUU ba ⊕+= −+  and .00 YUW b ⊕= −  

For the representation V, we have =
⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

⎟⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

∈

−

∈
∩∩ ∩

ay
y

aax
x VV ~

\

 

,1XVa ⊕  ,~
aaaa NMVV ⊕⊕= −  .~~

001 xa GXXX ⊕⊕= −−  With −− = aXX ~~
1  

,~
0
−⊕ X  ,1

+++ ⊂ aa VXX ∩  0
00 == ++++

axa VGVX ∩∩  and ,~
000 xGXX ⊕= −  

( ) 010 YVXV a ′⊕+= ++  and ,00 YVW a ′⊕=′ +  0Y  and 0Y ′  are corresponding 

complementary subspaces in 0U  and .0V  

Let ( )0, WNa
+  be a ( )−+

ba UU , -cleaving in 0U  and ( )00 , WX ′+  be the 

( )++
aVX ,1 -cleaving in .0V  

If +∈ as Ne  is a basic vector, then by definition 

( ) .0
++ α+α=ψ XVe b

j
a
i qals  

If ji ee ,  are basic vectors of ,+aN  with aji Nee ∈+=α u  and 

( ) ( ) ,, 00
++++ α′+α′=ψα+α=ψ XVeXVe b

j
a
i

b
j

a
i qaljqali  
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then 

( ) ( ) ( ) .~
00 XVXV aqqall b

j
b
j

a
i

a
i

⊕∈α′+α+α′+α=αψ uu  

Therefore, if 00: VUw →  is the F-linear map such that ( ) 00 =Ww  and for 

,+∈ as Ne  ( ) ,0
+α= Xew b

jqs  according with the notation for the image under 

ψ of ( ).aN  Thus, [ ]+−∈
aVb DUw ,  because .1

+++ ⊂+
aVa DVX  In fact, ∈w  

( ) .RaT ▲  

It holds that if ,aji Nee ∈+=α u  then ( ) ( ) ( ) all
Vw a

i
a
i

α′+α=α−ψ u~~  

.aV∈  

If ,ax ∈  then ( ) ( ) ,~~~
xxVx VVDUw

a
⊂+⊂−ψ +  in case ,bx ∈  we 

have ( ) ( ) ( ) ,~~~
xxx VUUw ⊂ψ=−ψ  by definition ( ) ( ) −− ⊂−ψ bab VUUw ~~~~ ∩  

.aa VV ⊂∩  

If ( ),\ aax ∈  then we can write xU  in the form ,
∗

⊕= xax UUU  

,0con =++
∗ ax NU ∩  thus ( )( ) ,~~

xxax VVVUw ⊂+⊂−ψ  because ( ) ,0~ =
∗xUw  

since 
∗xU  is a complementary of aU  in .xU  Since ( ),, VURw ∈−ψ=ϕ  

we conclude ( ) ( )VUVURw ,, Δ+∈+ϕ=ψ  and with this fact, we are 

done.  

Remark 15. Morphism w in the proof of Theorem 14 may be constructed 

in such a way that if ( ),EndEnd 00 WNUe aFFNa
⊕=∈ +

+  0End
0

Ve FX
∈+  

( )00End WXF ′⊕= +  are the corresponding splitting idempotents of 

summands +
aN  of 0U  and +

0X  of .0V  Then .
0

++ψ=
aNX

eew  

As in the case for Theorem 12, we have the following corollary for the 
second version of the completion functor: 
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Corollary 16. If ( )RΓ  and ( )RΓ  are Gabriel quivers of categories =R  

Prep  and ,PrepR =  respectively, then ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) [ ( )].\~,\ ▼▼ aTRaTaTR Γ−Γ  
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